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DISCLAIMER 
 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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TO: Donald Heitsler DATEi April 27, 19AS 

FRGU: J« H« UacNelll SUBJECT: COWTRQL S^VO POWER 
REQUIBEMENTS 

NEPA-533-EHI^8 

GEKERAL 

The pover required to operate the reactivit7 control devices will 

depend on the form of the devices^ the type of control (abaorption, core 

material^ or reflector), the motion of the ndssile, ^d the materials used^ 

as well as the zste of change of reactivity requined* The effect of the 

fozm of the device on this power will be shown in this memo* It has 

previously been dscided tdiat absorption type control should be considered 

at this stage of design due to its great effectiveness for the weight of 

material moved* The motion of the missile has been defined as having a 

maximum longitudinal acceloration of 3*75 x gravity and a maxlmvmi perpen-> 

dicular acceleration of 5 z gravity* In the following calculations the 

heavjjast likely material will be assumed (w « *6 Ib/in^), and it will be 

assufflBd to operate against "graphitar" with the highest coefficient of 

friction (given as •25) is^ the interests of obtaining conservative Jtigores* 

The maximum z«te of change of reactivity considered will require a Ke of •006 

per second* It will further be assumsd that total removal of the control 

devices will result In a Ke of *25 in a new pile and that the effect of 

control motion is linear over the center 60^ of tiravel (total travel « 5 ft*) 

and that this travel accounts for 90^ ot the built in excess reactivity^ 

This is based on the best estimates now available and neglects 

considerations of longitudinal power production distribution, structural 

problems, coating, and all other effects idiich must be evaluated In making 

NCLASSIFIEIK'^ 



To: Donald Meitzler NEPA-533-EEU-28 
April 27, 1948 

the final decision on vAiat type of control device configuration will be 

used* 

CALCULATIONS: 

A* Acceleration Seeded: 

Travel for linear effect • 60^ of 5 ft. 

. 3 feet 

Excess reactivity for this travel • 90^ of 25% 

s 22,5^ 

liotlon needed (start to stop) for ,006 Ke 

s 3 X ,006 - ,08 ft. 
.2^5 

If only 1/3 of rods operate at one time the travel must be 

= 3 X .08 

= .24 ft* 

This to -be accomplished in 1 seeonde 

If half of this"time and distance is for accelerati<»i, the 

acceleration: > 

a s 2 X Diflt̂  u 2 X *12 
(tlme)2 ,52 

s .96 ft/sep^ 

This gives a maximum velocity of .96 x .5 

• »48 ft/sec; 

The acceleration in space must include the missile acceleration 

of a maximum of 3.75 x 32*2 = 120*74 ft/sec^ 

or total acceleration • 120*74 * .96 • 121*7 ft/sec^ 

^ • ^ 

'7 
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B« Weight of Control Devicea: 

1* Rods* (both cantUevered and cooatinuously supported types) 

Based on best available data 18 rods 0^1/2 Inches in 

diameter and averaging 1/8 inch thick will be assuioed* To run the proper 

length into ihe reactor and provide adequate bearing at the cool end, a 

total length of 86 inches is required* 

WT ft Ave* Dia* x thickness x density x length 

- 2.375 X ,125 X *6 X 86 = 48.1 lbs/rod 

A third of the rods require that 6 x 48*1 or 288.6 lbs« be handled 

by each motor* 

2* Tapes 

If 6 tapes, 1 inch wide, are arranged in each of 18 holes 

so that any one tape goes in one hole and back out another, the absorption 

capacity can be made as great as that for the rods described above and the 

effects of longitudinal acceleration of the missile on HP requirements are 

eliminated. It is possible to run two of these ribbons over one driving 

sprocket in most places so that there would be 30 sprockets driving 54 loops 

of tape, each one 5 times the core length or 260 Inches long. Again 3 

motors would mean 10 sprockets and 18 tapes per motor* For adequate neutron 

absorption and strength the tapes would probably be about .05 Inches thick 

and have an average density of .3 lb* per cubic inch* 

WT per loop = Length x width x thickness x density 

s 260 X 1 X ,05 X *3 = 3.9 lbs. 
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Equivalent wt* of the 10 sproctots with diaftlng will be assumed 

s 20 lb/motor. The total equivalent weight per motor s 90 lb* 

C, Ffiction Lo«t OP Motor 

1* Bodg (cantilevez>ed) 

The greatest friction load on the motors wllJL occur when the 

rods are moved while they protrude from their 1 foot long bearing 74 inches 

and the missile is experiencing an acceleration of 5 6'a normal to its ixia* 

^ ^ ^ ^ ' / . ^ ^ 

• a 
K.CO , ,S6 <•%•. 

'€ 

Fi s ,56 x 74 X 5 

z 173 lbs. '̂ -

^3 = 37 X 173 - *56 X 12 X 5 X 6/12 
J 12 

s 640 - 16.8 

s 623 lbs. 
^2 » ^1 * ̂ 3 % ? * ^ ^ * ' * 

+ ,$6xl2x5aX73 4 623 
4 34 

B $30 lbs. 
The axial frictdoa load per rod :; •25(F2 4 F«) 

s .25(030 4 6S2|) s 364 lbs* 

and for 6 rods ^frict " 2.190 lbs/motor 

2, Rods (continuously supported) 

Force to overcome friction during a 5 G load 

s 5 X coeff* of frict, x ITT, 

P - 5 X .25 X 288,6 

^frlct. = 360 lbs/motor 
^?PL /7 
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3* Tapes 

If the loop is arranged as follows: 

It will be aaeumed that 2/5 of its length or 104 inches rests in 

a guide between a and b. Under a 5 0 acceleration the force F. . . needed 

to move the tape is: 

Weight X 5 X Coeff. of Ftlction = ,4 x 3.9 x 5 x ,25 - 1,95 i;ts. 

•o V ^coeff* friction xTT 

= 1*95 e'^^^s 4.5 lbs. 

Fg = F2 •*• ^1 = •̂̂ ^ lbs/loop 

For 18 loops s 18 X 6#45jF^j^^^ - 116 lbs/motor 

If rollers are used between b and e, 

P2 • F^ • 1 lb. r 1.95 # 1 r 2,95 lb, 

F3 s F2 4 F^ = 2*95 4 1*95 = 4*9 IbsAoop 

For 18 taapa t 18 x 4,9 = ^ lbs,/motor 

D* Inertia Load 

1, Rods* both cantilevered and omtlnuously supported types, 

Accfilflration Force ^^ Mass of Rods x Acoeleration 

acfi* -
6 X 121,7 = 1,090 lbs/motor 

c^T^ 7 
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2« Tapes 

The forces due to the acceleration of the missile balance 

out, so the effective value of tape acceleration is *96 ft/sec 

F.^. s Mass of t£U)es x acceleration 
ace 

^acc = .70. * •^^ = 2>09 lbs/ motor 

E« Horsepower 

1* Rods (cantilevered) 

^•P* = ^^frict. * ^acc) Vel, ̂  (2.190 4 1.090) J ^ 
550 550 

- 3,73 HP/motor 
(3 used) 

2, Rods (Vhifomily ^pported) 

H,P, r (360 4 1090) .48 
550— —in 

s 1,27 H.P*/motor (3 used) 

3, Tapfs 

H.P. g (2,09 4 116) ,48 
550 

r «103 ^P./motor (3 used) 

With rollers at rear of reactor 

H,P. - (2,09 4 as) .48 
550 

B a078 H,P,/motor (3 used) 

SUMMARY 

la xnrder of horsepower, the total power needed for each of the 3 

motors (only one operates at oae time) for the various configurations is 
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approximately; 

Ctotilevered Rods 4 H*P, 

Continuously supported rods 1-1/4 H.P* 

Tapes 1/10 H.P* 

The high power in the first case is needed in the cantilevered configuration 

to overccmie both high friction and longitu<iinal acceleration of the missile, 

as well as to move the control rods with inspect to the missile* In the 

second case the trlctloa effect is reduc^ and in the third form the moving 

mass is reduced and'thei.i.4iĵ eet.,pf the longitudinal acceleration of the 

missile is minimized. 

The fi£(dres are delivered H*P* temi'-wiiKif^i^er motor is used and pre

suppose that the motor has the required frequency respK^^e* It should be 

remambflrpfi that they^asa xough appraximati onfl Intandftd to put .an Approximate 

upper bound CBO. the servo motor power requirensnts. 

JHMae/io 

cc: A, Kalitlnsky 
J, Hewitt 
K, Cooper 
A, Mason 
L» Martin 
J* UacNeHl 

W * H, MacNein 

^^^-NW^^'-'^f^fS ^m 7 


